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USB

“Although Bürotime's new product USB is designed for home-office environments, it 

is a perfect modular display and storage system that can be used for multiple 

purposes and can meet today's needs. USB draws its design strength from two 

upright profiles. These two profiles have the ability to carry shelves, cabinets, tables 

and arrange them according to the shape of the space. Its modular features, easy 

assembly details, flexible size, material and layout options allow USB to be used in 

many areas and sectors such as home-offices, university libraries, dormitories, 

government offices, shopping malls etc.”Murat Erciyas



USB is combining modern design with 

functionality and takes its strength from 

two profile fixed from the floor-to-ceiling 

or from the floor-to - wall. It can be used 

as a completely open shelf system with 

adjusted shelf intervals, according to need 

and space, also turn into an all-in-one 

working and storage system with cabinet, 

drawer and table top additions can be 

integrated into bottom side of  unit.



USB saves space by using working and 

living spaces effectively and can be 

used as an exhibition-storage unit 

positioned in front of the wall or as a 

separator creating semi-transparent 

spaces.

Thanks to its flexible size, module and layout 

options, it responds to different usage scenarios in 

homes, offices, waiting areas, stores, libraries and 

many sectors.



product family

vertical profile with
ceiling connection

vertical profile with
wall connection

horizontal wall connection profile

table top

pedestal

cabinet

horizontal connection profile



ölçü tablosu

horizontal wall connection profile

horizontal connection profile

L 30

L 50

L 80

L 100

L 120

W 2
H 6,7



size chart

vertical profile with ceiling connection

table top

W 10 L 10 H 200 / 205 / 210
215 / 220 / 225 / 230
235 / 240 / 245 / 250
255 / 260 / 265 / 270
275 / 280 / 285 / 290
295 / 300

H 200 / 205 / 210
215 / 220 / 225 / 230
235 / 240

vertical profile with wall connection

W 33 L 10 

W 60 L 121 H 18,7



shelf

L 50 

L 80 

L 100

L 120

W 23
H 6,7

size chart



pedestal

W 40,9 L 50,1 H 45,5

W 40,9 L 80,1 H 45,5

size chart



cabinet

W 40,9 L 80,1 H 45,5

W 40,9 L 100,1 H 45,5

W 40,9 L 120,1 H 45,5

size chart



The color and texture on our website, printed and digital technical product documentation, may vary depending on the screen resolution settings
and photo quality. True colors, you can visit our closest lady and see from our color cartel.

color options

metal (horizontal profiles)

metal (handle)

metal vertical profile (anodized)

melamine (body) 

white sand anthracitegrey black

white sand anthracitegrey

white grey

black

black

grey black

melamine (top - table top - door) 

white sand

ash oakoleaster

anthracite

hazelnut

grey

natural oak african oakacacia

samba walnutblack


